
weinor catering solutions
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With weinor‘s versatile systems, 

you can extend your catering season – 

ideal solutions for any catering use

Enhanced weather protection 
means higher sales for your outside catering



weinor – patio solutions that pay off!
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A beautiful space in the open – 
a crowd-puller for your guests

Sitting outside evokes memories of holidays gone by. It is the perfect 

invitation for your guests to stay a little longer and adds to your sales

Benefit from the trend towards being in the fresh air and raise
your sales by using weinor’s patio solutions – with sun, wind
and rain protection as well as intelligent accessories. Increase
your catering area by adding an enticing patio and use your
outside catering services all year round. It can be cheaper
than you think. Whether it is awnings, patio roofs or
conservatories – weinor provides a variety of tailor-

made solutions that fit your needs. Not just the 
smokers will be grateful for the new space! 
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Light up your outside catering

The energy-efficient halogen spotlights in
the Light Bar Lux or Lux Design produce a
pleasant light and can also be dimmed. The
weatherproof housing has been designed
for year-round use. The light bars can also
be easily retrofitted.

Tempura patio heating –
round-the-clock heat

• maximum heating output from
an ultra-slim housing

• high efficiency thanks to infrared short-
wave radiant heaters

• swivel heating feature allows you to
pinpoint where to heat

• splash protection makes it suitable for 
use indoors and outdoors

• housing only heats up slightly
• available in 200 RAL colours
• easy to retrofit

Heating systems compared – 
Tempura is unbeatable

• running costs for standard freestanding
heaters approx. € 1.30 per hour

• running costs for Tempura only € 0.24 € per
hour (electricity tariff: € 0.16/kWh)

• comparison with electric quartz radiators or
fan heaters: the electromagnetic waves
emanated from the Tempura only warm the
skin, not the air between

• maximum thermal radiation just one second
after switching on

• no problems with long heating-up periods,
cumbersome gas cylinders or limited space
caused by the heating mantle itself being
too hot.

Exceptional electricity savings – 
cosy warmth through infrared heating 

Comfort through
remote control
You or your staff can
adjust shade, heating
and light with the
comfort of a remote
control. �



Flexibly installed outside catering solutions
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Anyone using public spaces for outside catering needs to have 

flexible shading which can be dismantled whenever necessary.

Attractive and flexible – 
textile sun protection for outdoor spaces

As a beer tent or shading 
for sizeable social gatherings,
the weinor Duofix textile
shade roofing is the perfect
solution. The free-standing
structure can be fitted with
awnings to the left and right.
These can be extended and
retracted independently 
at will.

weinor Duofix creates a cosy
atmosphere and shades your
guests from glaring sunlight.
Simply open the awnings
using the remote control to
provide a space in the open.
The removable stone bases
give the structure its sturdi-
ness and flexibility. This
design allows you to set up
your shade roofing wherever
it is needed.

Pleasant atmosphere
Heat and light create a cosy
atmosphere under the weinor
Duofix shade roofing. Your guests
will then be more than happy 
to sit longer even when it turns
dark and a little cooler outside.

The weinor Duofix shade roofing – free-standing and cosy
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The large Lugano sunshade –
ideal for large areas 

The large Lugano sunshade
creates a sheltered atmos-
pheric area for up to 25 peo-
ple – even in windy conditions
or when it’s raining. Heat is
provided by the patio heating
Tempura. The XXL sunshade 
is available as an octagon 
or square. Coupled units are
also possible.

Top advertising
Use the sunshade 

for eye-catching advertising. The
signage at the top of the sunshade
can be seen from a great distance!

Securely installed 
The stone base makes for flexible
installation. With a choice between
190 and 240 kg, the base is defi-
nitely a heavyweight. 

The Paravento textile side screen –
sun, glare and wind protection

On request, you can also order a
Paravento textile side screen – for
sun and glare protection. Two cas-
ing brackets are all that is needed to
attach the Paravento. The fabric is
safely housed in the casing and can
be opened or retracted as required.
The entire cassette can be easily
dismantled in winter.

With its generous dimensions
and integrated lighting, the
Opal Design Lux motorised
cassette awning provides
your guests with a snug area
in the open. A coupled unit
is capable of shading widths
of up to 12 m. At the same
time, the jockey cover en-
sures protection from the
sun at all times. The awning

The Opal Design Lux cassette awning –
ideal for shading your terrace area

retains the warmth on the
patio over a long time and
makes for a cosy environ-
ment in the evenings. The
extra-tension arm ensures
that the awning cloth always
remains taut. The patented
tilting arm member safe-
guards the awning from
gusts of wind from below.



Permanently installed outside catering solutions
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With a textile weather roof, glazed patio roof or conservatory as well as 

matching side elements, you can extend the season anytime you like! 

Sturdy roofing and conservatories – 
weather protection on owned or leased property

The weinor patio roof
Terrazza is the ideal means of
protection from unexpected
downpours. With a maximum
width of 10.5 and depth of 
6 m, the Terrazza L can pro-
vide plenty of room for out-
door catering. The daintier
Terrazza S is suited to depths
of up to 3 m. 

For extra protection from 
the rain, we recommend the
Terrazza L–E with a roof over-
hang of up to 1 m. Whether 
a pent roof, trapezium roof
or gable roof – you choose
the style of roof that best
meets your needs. Matching
shading protects you from
sunlight and shelters you
from curious onlookers.

The Terrazza patio roof offers optimum weather
protection from springtime until well into the autumn 
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The ideal solution for a
generous, bright extension:
weinor’s Vivienda conserva-
tory builds on to your locality
to provide a magnificent
fully-fledged room – up to

weinor Plaza Pro and weinor Plaza Home – 
textile protection from wind and the elements

The weinor conservatory – a light-filled 
room all year round 

The weinor Plaza Pro textile
roof with side posts and the
daintier weinor Plaza Home
provide ways to create rooms.
From open to fully closed,
weinor’s patent-pending
Plaza Pro is cleverly convert-
ible using a wide variety of
side elements. The structure,

which comprises tried-and-
tested components, enables
great depths to be created
regardless of how wide 
the unit is and also protects
against the sun, rain (applies
to pitches upwards of 14°)
and gusts of wind from
below.

� Parapet elements with filled
perforated sheeting or made of other
materials are an excellent way of
creating an enclosed space with the 
cosy atmosphere of weinor Plaza Pro.
Choose from a wide range of options.

10.5 m in width and 5 m in
depth. The glass fronts 
on the weinor conservatory
offer your guests a highly
desirable light-filled space.



Ideal modular solutions 
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rays and shelter you from
curious onlookers. Combined
with the high-tech Soltis®

cloth, which is transparent
on the inside, the VertiTex
ensures you can always see
what is going on outside.
Additional shelter from the
weather and curious onlook-
ers is available in the shape
of the Paravento, an attrac-
tive pull-out sight screen.

The right shading for all forms of weather protection

Pent roof
sloping

Trapezium roof
facing the ridge

Gable roof Trapezium roof
facing the eaves

Pent roof
circumferential

Pent roof Pent roof,
hipped

Conservatories and patio roofs
weinor offers a broad range of roofing
styles. As all weinor products come from
one single source, all components fit
perfectly together. Your weinor specialist
dealer will be happy to advise you.

Sliding doorLift-and-slide
door

Fixed glazing/
window/door

Parallel tilt-and-
slide door

React to any type of weather 
and make it easy on your staff: 
the weiTronic weather sensors 
weinor weather sensors control
your awnings without you having
to do a thing. They automatically
open the awning when the sun
comes out and retract it when it
starts to rain. Instead of having 
to manage your accessories, you
can spend time catering to your
guests’ needs.

Other individual styles
available on request.

Folding
partition

An abundance of shapes and functions – 
side elements, roofing styles and shading

Flexible side glass elements for 
patio roofs and conservatories
The fronts can be easily opened
when the weather is fine. Choose
from a wide selection of possibil-
ities to suit your requirements.

The Sottezza conservatory
awning is fitted under the
roof and offers pleasant
shade for your patio roof.
This awning is suitable above
all for well ventilated spaces. 

A roof mounted conservato-
ry awning from the WGM
range will provide your
guests with the perfect form
of protection against heat
build-up. This addition will
ensure that the temperature
is always pleasant in a con-
servatory with enclosed side
elements.

The VertiTex and Aruba ver-
tical awnings provide ideal
protection from the sun’s



Crank up your sales!
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Use your awning as an 
advertising space

Nowhere is permanent ad-
vertising on a large area as
inexpensive as on your
awning, your sunshade or
your vertical awning. Simply
print your advertising on the
awning or sunshade. Make
the name of your business
even more prominent or
advertise for a cooperation
partner such as a well-known
drinks producer. You will 
not only find people taking
notice but also set yourself
apart from the competition.

Hightech polyester fabrics 

WeiTex polyester fabrics are
especially suited to the cater-
ing trade. Benefits: 
• ideal for large units due to

their high fabric stability
• minimal wrinkling and

creasing
• high UV resistance
• long-lasting brilliant colour
You can also choose from over
140 acrylic fabric patterns
from our moments collection.

Huge selection of colours

Exclusively available from
weinor: choose from any of
47 standard frame colours, 
8 scratch-resistant and dirt-
repellent trendy conserva-
tory colours (5% surcharge)
as well as a further 200 spe-
cial RAL colours for your out-
door catering requirements.



At a glance
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� �
good protection, water can drain with weinor Plaza Pro

off due to steep pitch and pitch ≥ 14°

optionally with 4-corner 
or 8-corner shade

� � �
through connecting gutter from 2-section unit up to 48 m2 104 m2 (with Opal Design Lux)

Luga-Tec up to 52 m2 120 m2 (with Plaza Pro)

26 m2 26 m2 52 m2 (with Opal Design Lux)

60 m2 (with Plaza Pro)

light is ready installed �

� �

� � �

� � �

� � �
+ 8 Luga-Tec unicolour polyester fabrics 

� � �

�
not for 2-part unit

Func t ion

S i ze  and  shape

Accessor ie s

Awning  ve r s ions  (opt iona l )

Benef i t s

Lugano weinor Duofix

flexible, can be installed 
at a variety of locations

flexible, can be dismantled 
any time

flexible, can be retracted 
any time
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Opal Design Lux

Textile sun protection

Textile rain protection

Textile weather protection

Various roof styles

Flexible side glass elements

Max. shaded area, (single-section unit)

Multi-section units possible

Tempura patio heating, optional

Light Bar Lux/Lux Design, optional

Weather sensors WeiTronic
for automatic awning control

47 frame colours, at no extra cost
8 trendy conservatory colours,
only 5% surcharge

Exclusive fabric collections
18 polyester patterns and over 140 acrylic patterns

Vertical awning
with valance Volant Plus

Vertical sight and
weather screen Paravento

Vertical awning VertiTex

Conservatory awning Sottezza
roof undermount

Conservatory awning WGM
roof mounted

Vertical conservatory awning Aruba

Advertising on awning possible

Flexibly installed catering solutions

� � �
The awning may remain open in winds of up to 5 knots (on the Beaufort scale). This is equivalent to 
wind resistance class 2 acc. to DIN EN 13561 (External blinds – Performance requirements and safety).
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� �
medium protection; can remain good protection; can remain 

open for a short time during rain open during rain
(applies to pitches upwards of 14°) (applies to pitches upwards of 14°)

� �

� �
on request

24 m2 30 m2 63 m2* 52,5 m2*

� � �

� � � �

� � � �

� � �

� � � �

�

� �

� � � �

� � � �

� � � �

conservatory can be 
� � � heated using existing 

heating system

weinor Plaza Home weinor Plaza Pro Terrazza Vivienda

Can be installed higher than an
awning to produce a greater
angle of pitch and enhanced

drainage; sturdier design 
due to posts

Can be installed higher than an
awning. Controlled drainage due to

curved shape. Greater projection
than for folding arm awnings.
Sturdier design due to posts. 

Modular principle means various
elements can be added on. 

Weather protection through 
glass roof. Rain outlet inside 

the posts.

All-round protection through 
glass elements (warm system); 

usable year round due to 
integrated heating.

* Other dimensions available on request

Permanently installed catering solutions

� � �

� � �
combined with side elements side elements can be added 

to form a Glasoase®

� � � �
The awning may remain open in winds of up to 5 knots (on the Beaufort scale). with conservatory awning with conservatory awning

This is equivalent to wind resistance class 2 acc. to DIN EN 13561 
(external blinds – performance requirements and safety).



weinor – everything your guests need
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Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

www.weinor.com

Outside catering
all year long 

Offer your guests a pleasant place to stay in the 
open air – using weinor awnings, patio roofs and
conservatories

Heating, lighting, a smart remote control unit 
and much more all add to your comfort. As 
an experienced awning and patio roof
specialist, your weinor dealer will help
you throughout the process, from
providing you with advice to planning
and completion. That way you stay 
on the safe side at all times.

� weinor conservatories

� weinor patio roofs

� weinor awnings

We offer the very highest quality 
weinor puts a lot of emphasis 
on quality, from the design and
materials to workmanship,
mounting and service to ensure

that you can enjoy your product
for many years to come.

Important Informations:
Creases can form in the fabric and when folding the
awning cloth. That can lead to the areas of the fold
appearing darker when seen against the light, partic-
ularly with light colours. Folds in the fabric in the 
areas of the seam, border and panels can be caused by
multiple layers of fabric and different diameters of
rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric caused by this
can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fishbone shapes).
This is normal to differing degrees with nearly all
awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric do not
reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for its
purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for 

protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain
and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and 
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319). 
We reserve the right to make technical changes. 
For technical reasons the colours may appear slightly
different in print.


